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QUESTION 1

A web server has been compromised due to a ransomware attack. Further investigation reveals the ransomware has
been in the server for the past 72 hours. The systems administrator needs to get the services back up as soon as
possible. Which of the following should the administrator use to restore services to a secure state? 

A. The last incremental backup that was conducted 72 hours ago Most Voted 

B. The last known-good configuration Most Voted 

C. The last full backup that was conducted seven days ago 

D. The baseline OS configuration 

Correct Answer: C 

A -No - The last incremental backup that was conducted 72 hours ago - If we can say the infection happened 72 hours
ago then a backup from 72 hours ago does us no good. B - No - The last known-good configuration - This would reverse
all non-security-related changes made to the Registry during the last session.. Thus the system may still be infected C -
Yes! -The last full backup that was conducted seven days ago D - No - The baseline OS configuration - Would remove
the possibility of the system being infected but would not be the quickest method 

 

QUESTION 2

A security analyst needs to implement security features across smartphones, laptops, and tablets. Which of the
following would be the MOST effective across heterogeneous platforms? 

A. Enforcing encryption 

B. Deploying GPOs 

C. Removing administrative permissions 

D. Applying MDM software 

Correct Answer: D 

MDM stands for Mobile Device Management, is software that assists in the implementation of the process of managing,
monitoring, and securing several mobile devices such as tablets, smartphones, and laptops used in the organization to
access the corporate information. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following provides the BEST protection for sensitive information and data stored in cloud-based services
but still allows for full functionality and searchability of data within the cloud-based services? 

A. Data encryption 

B. Data masking 

C. Anonymization 
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D. Tokenization 

Correct Answer: B 

Tokenization means that all or part of data in a field is replaced with a randomly generated token. The token is stored
with the original value on a token server or token vault, separate to the production database. An authorized query or app
can retrieve the original value from the vault, if necessary, so tokenization is a reversible technique. Tokenization is
used as a substitute for encryption, because from a regulatory perspective an encrypted field is the same value as the
original data. 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is building a new portal to deliver single-pane-of-glass management capabilities to customers with multiple
firewalls. To Improve the user experience, the developer wants to implement an authentication and authorization
standard that uses security tokens that contain assertions to pass user Information between nodes. 

Which of the following roles should the developer configure to meet these requirements? 

A. Identity processor 

B. Service requestor 

C. Identity provider 

D. Service provider 

E. Tokenized resource 

F. Notarized referral 

Correct Answer: CD 

service and identifty providers 

Security Assertion Markup Language 2.0 (SAML 2.0) is a version of the SAML standard for exchanging authentication
and authorization identities between security domains. SAML 2.0 is an XML-based protocol that uses security tokens
containing assertions to pass information about a principal (usually an end user) between a SAML authority, named an
Identity Provider, and a SAML consumer, named a Service Provider. SAML 2.0 enables web-based, cross-domain
single sign-on (SSO), which helps reduce the administrative overhead of distributing multiple authentication tokens to
the user. 

https://www.nts-solutions.com/blog/saml-que-es.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A security analyst is investigating a phishing email that contains a malicious document directed to the company\\'s Chief
Executive Officer (CEO). Which of the following should the analyst perform to understand the threat and retrieve
possible IoCs? 

A. Run a vulnerability scan against the CEOs computer to find possible vulnerabilities 

B. Install a sandbox to run the malicious payload in a safe environment 
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C. Perform a traceroute to identify the communication path 

D. Use netstat to check whether communication has been made with a remote host 

Correct Answer: B 
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